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| ABSTRACT 

This research aims to describe the implementation of the Literature Circles strategy to the material of observation report text at 

Grade VIII SMP of Negeri 1 Imogiri. This study is qualitative research. This research describes several things related to the 

implementation of the literature circle strategy in the material of the observation report at grade VII SMP of Negeri 1 Imogiri. 

Data collection was done through interviews, observation, and documentation. The research subjects were teachers, researchers 

themselves, and students. The data analysis technique used is an interactive analysis technique that consists of 4 steps: data 

collection, data reduction, data presentation, and data conclusion. The data validation used is triangulation in the form of 

methods and contents. The results of the research show that the implementation of the Literature Circles strategy to vocabulary 

learning in the observation report text is well applied. In addition, the implementation or application of this strategy is also 

suitable for the material observation report text, which analyzes vocabulary, especially foreign terms. 
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1. Introduction 

Vocabulary is a set of words known by someone, other entities, or a part of a certain language in the Indonesian Dictionary. Alwi 

et al. (2005) define vocabulary as vocabulary (perbendaharaan kata). Another definition of vocabulary is “Wortschatz ist alle Wörter 

einer Sprache oder Fachsprache” (Langenscheidt, 2009). The definition means that vocabulary is all words in a language or a certain 

language. Vocabulary also has a meaning of the enrichment of words owned by a nation (Soedjito & Saryono, 2011). Vocabulary 

enrichment is an image of intelligence or education level since additional vocabulary is an important part of both the learning 

process and skill development of a language.  

 

Vocabulary which own by a person is related to the skill language, which is Der Wortschatzerwerb ist notwendigerweise immer mit 

der Entwicklung der sprachlichen Fertigkeiten Lesen, Höreverstehen, Sprechen und Schreiben verbunden und ohne gramatische, 

phontische und ortograpische Kenntnisse nicht funktionstüchtig (Neuner, 2009). It means that vocabulary is always related to the 

skill of language development which is reading, listening, speaking, and writing. Without acknowledging grammar, phonetics, 

and spelling, the vocabulary will never be well functioning. Becoming skilled at vocabulary is not only knowing the meaning 

separately but also understanding the meaning in the sentence or broader context and even being able to apply those words 

appropriately, both oral and written. Vocabulary skills can be distinguished into active-productive skills and passive-receptive 

skilled (Djiwandono, 1996).  

 

Vocabulary development in some fields is dominated by foreign language sources. Recently, foreign language variety has been a 

resource that needs to be explored as Indonesian language vocabularies resources. However, the vocabularies development 

sources need to be well-adjusted with the use of Bahasa Indonesia. The use of foreign language needs to consider the absorption 
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rules written in the terms-making procedures. With those absorption processes, foreign language potential is needed for enriching 

Indonesian Language vocabulary to be explored through foreign language vocabularies research. In addition, the stabilization of 

the system or words and sentence-making rules has to be more selective since the foreign language itself has a system and 

guidance for increasing the language use quality, both oral and written. 

The Indonesian absorption words or terms are approached in Indonesia through four common ways, which are adoption, 

adaptation, translation, and creation. Indonesian language vocabulary is enriched by the absorption of words from many foreign 

languages such as English, Germany, Dutch, France, and Arabic, so the Indonesian language can require a variety of vocabulary 

coming from foreign languages. Those vocabularies are even taught in schools. 

 

One of the Indonesian language learning studies vocabularies is in the material of observation report text. An observation report 

text is a text explaining facts collected through the observation (Kosasih, 2014). Observation is needed to document the effect and 

process of action (Madya, 2009). Observation needs to be done with the interpretation (Suwandi, 2011). The observation report 

text, in BC 3.7, identifies information from the observation report text in the form of reading and listening to a scientific book. In that 

competence, there are inherent linguistic features and the ability to distinguish the observation report text from other texts. In one 

of the linguistic features, the observation report text has foreign language vocabulary, or it is known by special terms/ technical 

words/absorption words (Kosasih, 2014).  

 

Special terms in this observation report text can be learned by the students with strategies; One of the strategies that can be 

implemented in vocabulary learning in the observation report text is the Literature Circle strategy. Literature Circles are small, peer-

lead discussion groups whose members have chosen to read the same story, poem, article, or book (Daniels, 1386). “Literature 

circles are used to develop personal responses to literature by having students share interpretations in a discussion group” 

(Wiesendanger, 2001). From those statements, the literature circle strategy is a strategy to help the students in a discussion. The 

teacher can give reading options, and then the students choose which literature will be discussed. The literature circle strategy 

offers fun learning. 

2. Literature Review 

Many researchers did research on this strategy. First, relevant research related to the strategy implementation was done by Fadhli 

with the title The Online Application of Literature Circle Strategy to Increase Students’ Literacy (Fadhli, 2020). This research used the 

same strategy, which was the literature circle strategy. The difference is that Fadhil’s research used English as the literacy material, 

which was done online; meanwhile, the research discusses vocabulary learning in the observation report text, which was done 

offline.  

The second relevant research was done by Kurnia et al. l. (2020) with the title Literature Circle Strategy Learning in Feature Writing 

Skill with the Use of Google Docs Application Media as the Popular Alternative Writing Learning Course (Kurnia et al., 2020). This 

research is relevant to research since it used the same strategy, which was the Literature Circle strategy. The difference is in the 

research done by Kurnia et al., who analyze the skill of Feature Writing; meanwhile, the research discusses vocabulary learning.  

The third relevant research was done by Nariswari et al., with the title Influence of Literature Circles Strategy and cultural Literacy 

on Students' English Achievement (Nariswari, 2018). This research is relevant to research since it used the same strategy, which was 

the Literature Circle strategy. The difference is in the research done by Nariswari et al., which analyzed English as a foreign language 

(EFL); meanwhile, the research discusses vocabulary learning.  

According to those statements, there are some questions addressed to describe the implementation of the Literature Circle 

strategy to vocabulary learning in the observation report text such as; (1) how does the rule of the vocabulary learning? ; (2) how 

does the strategy of Literature Circle learning?; and (3) how does the implementation of Literature Circle strategy to the vocabulary 

learning in the material of observation report text in Junior High School? Those questions are the main discussion in the research. 

3. Method 

The study used the qualitative approach. It describes things related to the implementation of the Literature Circle strategy to the 

material of the observation report text in grade VII of SMP N 1 Imogiri. The subjects of the research are Indonesian Language 

teachers, the researcher themselves, and 32 students from SMP N 1 Imogiri. The object of the research is vocabulary learning, 

observation result text, and Literature Circle strategy. The methods used are interviews, observation, and documents. Method and 

content triangulation were used to validate the data. The data analysis technique used is the interactive analysis technique which 

consists of 4 steps which are: data collection, data reduction, data display, and data conclusion.  

The Literature Circle strategy can be implemented when the students learn the observation report text. The strategy helps the 

students to introduce unfamiliar words in the material as known by technical/absorption words or foreign terms. Those 
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vocabularies can be learned by the students through discussion with Literature Circle strategy steps. The implementation of the 

strategy adopted both with the class and students' condition divided into two meetings is below.  

3.1 Before applying the Literature Circles strategy  

The teacher arranges the lesson plan of observation report text adapted with the Literature Circle strategy. The syntax of the 

observation report text learning arranged by the teacher is below. 

Table 1. The Syntax of Observation Report Text Learning 

BC 3.7 identifies the information from the observation report text in the form of reading and listening to scientific books. 

Steps Activity Details 

Content 

Description: 4C, 

HOTS, 

Character 

Education, 

Literacy 

A. Introduction (10 

minutes) 

● The teacher greets the student and says the prayer. 

● The students do their presence through the Google Form link. 

● The teacher informs the goal, scoop of materials, learning activity, 

and scoring method.  

 

● Religious 

● Discipline. 

Attend the class.  

● Communication.  

●   

B. Main Activity (60 

minutes) 

● The students choose the observation report text provided by the 

teacher.   

● The students observe the chosen observation report text in a 

group based on the title of the reading/discourse.  

● The students answer the question asked by the teachers related to 

the definition, general characteristics, object, and linguistic 

features.  

● The students observe the materials related to the definition, 

general characteristic, goal, and linguistic feature in the form of a 

mind map.  

● The students observe the observation report text.  

● The students identify the foreign or special terms, definitions, and 

classification sentences used in the observation report text.  

 

● The students have an evaluation through the Students Working 

Sheet.  

● The students evaluate the worksheet directed by the teachers. 

● The students receive feedback from the teachers.  

● Literacy 

 

Critical Thinking 

 

Read the 

electronic 

learning source 

 

Literacy  

Analyzing, 

Critical Thinking, 

Creative/Creative 

Creating, Firm, 

and Responsible 

 

Critical Thinking, 

Communication 

●  

● Communication 

C. Closing 

(10 minutes) 

● The students and teacher make a conclusion about the learning 

activity they’ve done.  

● The students have a reflection and evaluation of the learning 

process and result directed by the teacher. 

● The students get information related to the next meeting scoop of 

materials and learning activities from the teacher.  

● The teacher ends the learning activity by saying prayers and 

greetings.  

Critical Thinking, 

Communication 

Critical Thinking, 

Communication 

Communication 

 

Religious 

 

The teacher arranges the material of the observation report text adapted to the Learning Circle strategy. Below are the arranged 

materials by the teachers. 
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The teacher prepares the discourse text used for applying the Literature Circle strategy, such as three observation report texts with 

the titles Elephants, Rose, and Coronavirus. 

 

Image 2. Text of Elephant, Rose, and Coronavirus 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

The teacher prepares learning media used for applying the Literature Circle strategy, such as paper rolls to contain the title of the 

text, working sheets, and colored pencils.  

3.2 The activity of applying the Literature Circle strategy  

The students are requested to take one paper roll containing the title of the text. The students make a discussion group based on 

the title they’ve got.  

Each group consists of five students divided into certain roles, which are discussion leader, connector, summarizer, word master, 

dan researcher. Below are the roles of each student. 
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Table 2. The Roles of Each Student in Literature Circles Strategy 

No. Roles Description 

1. Discussion 

leader 

 

The role of a discussion leader is to be a leader in a group. The student who became the 

leader is responsible for making appropriate discussion questions and starting the group 

discussion.   

2. Connector 

 

The role of the connector is to relate the people, place, and event in the text with the 

readers' life in the house, school, private problems, and other works of literature and 

works written by the same writer.  

3. Summarizer This role is to make a summary of the discourse, including the main important points or 

the essentials of the text.  

4. Word master This role is to highlight keywords such as technical words or foreign terms.  

5. Researcher The role of the researcher is to explore the information related to the background of the 

relevant text.  

 

The students lead by the discussion leader, having the discussion based on their roles. Below is the result from one of the groups.  

Image 3. The Roles in the Group 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The result of the discussion is then presented in front of the class so that other groups listen and acknowledge the discussion 

result from each group.  

 

3.3 Post-activity of Literature Circles strategy 

The students and teachers have the evaluation. The evaluation is related to the ease of the discussion based on their roles. In 

addition, the evaluation is done by a correlated teacher with the discussion result, especially in finding and discovering the meaning 

of foreign or special terms found in the discourse. The students get feedback in the form of a summary.  

4. Results and Discussion 

After implementing the Literacy Circles strategy, there is surely a positive and negative impact. The positive impacts such as 1) 

encouraging the students to be active in the learning process because of the discussion activity; 2) adding students’ knowledge 

related to the vocabulary; 3) encouraging students to think critically to solve the problems 4) encouraging the students to be 

responsible to their role in the group; 5) changing the class atmosphere from the usual-monotone vibes into the fun one.  

The implementation of this strategy also has negative impacts such as 1) the limited media, for instance, the reading and discourse 

source will limit students’ knowledge in finding the meaning of foreign terms which they found in the text; 2) the students’ less-

adaptive condition will lag their work team; 3) the long-drawn-out discussion will spend many times, so it is impossible for the 

students to do the complete learning. 
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5. Conclusion 

Vocabulary development in various fields is dominated by foreign language sources. Borrowed words or terms enter Indonesian 

in four ways, namely adoption, adaptation, translation, and creation. This vocabulary is also learned in language learning at school. 

Indonesian language learning in schools that study vocabulary, one of which is in the text material of the observation report. 

Specific terms in the text of the report on the results of this observation can be learned by students with effective strategies used. 

One of the strategies that can be implemented in learning vocabulary in the text of the observation report is implementing the 

Literature Circles strategy. Based on the results of the research that has been done, the strategy for implementing Literature Circles 

in learning vocabulary in the text material of observation reports at SMPN 1 Imogiri can be well applied. This can be seen from the 

positive impact that is generated when students carry out discussions together and have different roles so as to encourage them 

to be responsible for their respective compulsions. In addition, the application of this strategy is also in accordance with the text 

material of observation reports which analyze vocabulary, especially foreign terms. In the end, taking into account the results of 

the research, make some suggestions for students, teachers and schools. Students should be more active and creative in learning. 

For Indonesian language teachers, this circle literature strategy can be used as a strategy in language learning in observational 

reports and other materials. Meanwhile, schools must review the strategies used for learning in schools so that teachers can be 

more creative and innovative in attracting students' interest in learning. 
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